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9.1 INTRODUCTION 
Chemical fingerprinting is a means of providing a chemical profile or signature that 
represents the components that are present in a sample and describes a range of 
methods where the primary aim is to provide a unique graphical representation of 
the sample by identifying the chemical elements within a matrix in comparison to 
similar matrices. Chemical fingerprinting may provide the characterization, quan-
tification, differentiation, and the identification of complex mixtures based on their 
chemical composition and is particularly important in such fields as pharmaceuti-
cals, natural products, food, forensic, and environmental sciences and wiH become 
the ideal requirement for fields of study, such as, metabolomics: Accordingly, tech-
niques that purport to acquiring chemical fingerprinting information require high 
levels of reproducibility and accuracy. 
Many methods exist in which a chromatographic approach is used for the resolu-
tion of the sample matrix and detection methods such as mass spectrometry (MS), 
infrared (IR), and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) are used to 
assist in the overall analysis and identification. Although MS offers high selectiv-
ity, the overall sensitivity of MS in the analysis of complex mixtures is restricted as 
the ionization of weaker compounds may be suppressed by those of stronger com-
pounds. Isomers are also difficult to differentiate by MS as the molecular ions are 
identical. The expense of MS, both the initial purchase price and subsequent run-
ning costs also detracts from its routine application base, although the power of the 
technique has rightly placed it as an essential detection method in any laboratory 
undertaking serious chemical analysis. IR detection suffers from solvent interfer-
ence effects, limiting its application base. NMR is expensive, relatively insensitive, 
but essentially absolute in its ability to provide information that relates directly to 
the identity of a substance. In combination with LC, these three hyphenated methods 
of detection yield a combined process of analysis that is unsurpassed in its ability to 
provide qualitative and quantitative sample information, yet as a whole, only a few 
laboratories worldwide can afford to accommodate all three methods of analysis: 
The cost and upkeep of such instruments being the limitation. This chapter explores 
alternative methods for obtaining chemical fingerprints, that being, multidimen-
sional high-performance liquid chromatography (MDHPLC). 
HPLC is the most commonly used analytical separation technique for the deter-
mination of components in complex mixtures as it offers high sensitivity and can 
be highly selective. Unidimensional HPLC is undertaken such that a single separa-
tion process is responsible for the retention and consequently the separation of the 
sample constituents. However, separation displacement in a single dimension is 
not a unique characteristic to any specific compound. Therefore, many compounds 
could potentially co-elute and in complex samples they do, even despite the fact 
that modern HPLC column technology has lead to vastly improved separations, 
which under specialized conditions can lead to nearly I mill ion plates per separa-
tion [l]. Indeed as chromatographers are continually attempting to resolve increas-
ingly complex samples, the problem of co-elution becomes even more important 
and this to some extent explains the recent drive toward ultra-performance liquid 
chromatography. 
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Irrespective of whether conventional HPLC or the ultra-performance mode is 
employed, the separation space in a unidimensional system is limited by the peak 
width and determined by the efficiency of the column. This is highly dependent upon 
the number of theoretical plates (N) available for the separation and therefore the 
peak capacity. The peak capacity is the measure of the number of components that 
can be theoretically resolved side by side over the entire separation space without 
peak overlap [2] and is generally proportional to the square root of the theoretical 
plates available. However, complex samples contain multifaceted components, the 
chromatographic behavior of which depends highly on their chemical nature. As 
such components within complex samples tend to be randomly distributed, resulting 
in a substantial decrease in the theoretical peak capacity due to statistical component 
overlap [3,4]. Furthermore, compounds with similar chemical structures elute within 
similar retention windows, further crowding the separation space and placing greater 
demands on the separation power required for complete resolution. Therefore, unique 
displacement in a single dimension can never be guaranteed, even at very high plate 
numbers. Hence the ability of a unidimensional separation to serve as a fingerprint-
ing tool is very limited. 
When dealing with complex samples, a reduction in the complexity of the sample 
is usually warranted in order to overcome the limitation in peak capacity. This is 
usually achieved using a variety of sample pretreatments (solvent partitioning, selec-
tive precipitation) or by employing multiple chromatographic selectivity steps where 
fractions are collected after elution from one phase, followed by subsequent solvent 
elimination and reinjection onto another phase. Each successive fraction can then be 
further analyzed by HPLC to yield detailed sample information. This process can 
be very time consuming, labor intensive, and may have additional problems such as 
sample loss/recovery and component stability. This process may also be compro-
mised if some constituents are labile, in either heat or incompatible solvents. 
Unidimensional HPLC with gradient elution is another means by which complex 
samples can be analyzed. Here the mobile phase composition is changed in a prede-
termined and continuous manner. The advantage of this method for complex sample 
mixtures is that the resolution between components is greatly improved as compo-
nents that are usually weakly retained or strongly retained are able to be separated in 
a single run. As a result of the continually increasing solvent strength, bands eluting 
under the influence of a gradient will decrease in peak width and as a consequence 
the separation space (peak capacity) is increased and theoretically more components 
may be resolved. While gradient elution does allow for an increase in the separation 
power and there is less probability of component overlap, retention times are still not 
unique to any given compound. 
The limitations of unidimensional HPLC have been extensively reviewed by 
Guiochon [5]. 
9.2 MULTIDIMENSIONAL HPLC 
The need for increased resolving power, driven by the demands of chemical profiling 
has been in part the driving force behind the development of the technique referred 
to as multidimensional HPLC. Multidimensional HPLC refers to separation methods 
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that employ more than one type of separation step and for HPLC generally implies 
two dimensions. The additional separation step(s) offer retention mechanisms that 
may be very different to that of the first dimension. Thereby, judicious selection of 
the various separation steps can be made by considering the nature of the sample 
and subsequently the separation can be essentially tuned to the various sample attri-
butes. Ultimately, this type of separation process can lead to very high levels of 
selectivity and hence the probability of component overlap in the two-dimensional 
(20) domain decreases. Thus a chemical profiling environment can be established. 
Discussion on the concepts and practice of multidimensional HPLC fits within the 
context of this book largely because the technique can in fact be considered as a 
hyphenated method of analysis. The first dimension serves as the separation step, 
much like in LC-MS/MS and the second separation dimension acts as a selective 
detection system, tuned to resolve the components transported to the second dimen-
sion according to their selective interactions with the chromatographic environment 
(further discussion illustrating "selective detection" using multidimensional HPLC 
will be covered in Section 9.4). Multidimensional HPLC has been comprehensively 
reviewed by numerous workers [6-9]. 
9.2.1 SAMPLE DIMENSIONALITY 
Sample dimensionality can be described as the number of features of the sample that 
can be utilized for separation purposes. That is, which sample attributes dominate 
solvent and/or stationary phase behavior? Then to separate a n-dimensional sample, 
a n-dimensional chromatographic separation system should be employed [4], one 
dimension for each sample attribute, ultimately yielding the greatest degree of sepa-
ration power and maintaining greatest control on separation order. Characteristics 
that could be considered for sample dimensionality could for instance be; molecu-
lar weight, pKa, and the presence of isomers; including structural, diastereomers, 
and enantiomers. For example, the length of an alkyl chain may be described by 
the molecular weight or define the hydrophobicity of the molecule. If this chain is 
branched, then the degree and location of the branching may be a second and third 
dimension. Double and triple bonds, a fourth or fifth dimension. The position and/or 
number of certain functional groups, perhaps on an aromatic ring or rings, even the 
bonding of these rings within the structure are possibilities for describing the sample 
dimensionality and hence exploiting these sample attributes from a separation sense. 
Two simple examples of sample dimensionality are found for the samples of: 
(I) polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and (2) low-molecular-weight poly-
mers (see Figure 9.1). In the case of the PAHs, if we consider the members of the 
homologous series, naphthalene, anthracene, 2,3-benzanathracene, and pentacene, 
we see that each increases in size through the addition of a single aromatic ring-the 
first sample dimension. If we then consider the structural isomers of say the four-ring 
homologue (chrysene, pyrene, 2,3-benzanthracene and benz[a]anthracene), we then 
have the second dimension. 
In the same way, we can describe the multidimensional sample characteristics 
of low-molecular-weight polymers [10]. First, the number of monomers that make 
up the chain determines the polymer's molecular weight and hence the first sample 
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dimension. Then if the monomer contains a site of stereochemistry, such as is the 
case for polystyrene, then the tacticity of the polymer can be used to describe the 
second dimension. The third dimension could be described by the enantiomers of 
each of the diastereomers. 
Irrespective of how the sample is described, the key to separation is then express-
ing each sample attribute chromatographically. If the sample attribute cannot be chro-
matographically expressed, then essentially that sample dimension does not exist. 
For example, enantiomers co-elute in all chromatographic environments, except 
those that are chiral, and even then, the chiral environment must be sensitive to the 
sample. Therefore, in an achiral environment, this sample dimension does not exist, 
and will not exist unless a chiral environment is included in the separation process. 
9.2.2 SELECTIVE AND NONSELECTIVE DISPLACEMENTS 
This brings us to the next phase of discussion regarding sample dimensionality 
and its relationship to retention, that is, selective and nonselective displacements. 
Displacements in 2D column HPLC are sequential: Separation must occur in the 
first dimension or column followed by the analysis of discrete sections of the first 
dimension in the second dimension. An important class of sequential displacements 
are discrete displacements. Discrete separations are those in which a small discrete 
sample is applied to a corner of the 2D separation plane, akin to an injection onto the 
first dimension. Separation occurs along each subsequent axis, producing discrete 
elliptical zones [11]. 
Discrete one-dimensional (1 D) displacements underlying the 2D displacements 
fall into two categories [11]: Selective (S) and Nonselective (N). Selective displace-
ments occur when separation of the sample components occur in each subsequent 
phase of the multidimensional system. That is the selectivity factors (a:) observed for 
the sample components are greater than l (Figure 9.2a and b). Selective displace-
ments are separative displacements. Nonselective displacements result in no sepa-
ration, a = l. These S and N displacements can be combined in a number of ways 
(Table 9.1) corresponding to the displacement along each axis of the 2D plane [ll]. 
Maximum separation in the 2D plane occurs when each dimension offers selective 
displacement, particularly when the separation mechanisms are totally independent. 
Figure 9.2a shows an S x S1 (I = independent) separation in which complete separa-
tion of components is achieved. A benefit of 2D systems is that although sample com-
ponents co-elute in any single dimension the component zone can be well resolved in 
two dimensions. When the retention mechanisms are identical or correlated (S x Sc), 
most of the 2D space becomes unavailable for separation and the separation will 
converge back to a ID separation, as shown in Figure 9.2b by the alignment of data 
along the main diagonal [ll]. When the separation dimensions are partially corre-
lated, the 2D space available for the separation of the components is reduced. The 
separated components begin to cluster closer to the main diagonal, similar, but not 
as severe as the example illustrated in Figure 9.2b. In this instance, resolution and 
peak capacity between sample components would be expected to decrease. Discrete 
N x Scan in some instances be considered analogous since no gain in the selectivity 
factor is observed in the first dimension as no components are separated in the first 
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FIGURE 9.2 Illustration of the combinations of discrete selective (S) and nonselective (N) 
displacements: (a) 20 S x S1 displacement; (b) 20 S x Sc displacement; (c) 20 N x S displace-
ment. (From Shalliker, R.A. and Gray, M.J., Adv. Chromatogr., 44, 177, 2006; Giddings, 
J.C.R.E., Anal. Chem., 56, 1258A, 1984.) 
TABLE 9.1 
Types of Discrete Displacement 
Combinations and Their Effect on 20 
Peak Capacity 
Displacement Pair 
Sx S1 
S x Sc 
SxN 
NxN 
Displacement Separation 
Peak Capacity 
112 ~fl~ 
n.2 ~ n, 
dimension. For discrete N x S combinations, the column of separated components 
in the second dimension appear at a uniform separation time in the first dimension 
(Figure 9.2c). The effectiveness of these processes is shown in Table 9.1. 
In many instances, both selective and nonselective displacements can be observed 
in one liquid chromatographic dimension, because the retention behavior of the sam-
ple within that dimension is dominated by a particular sample attribute, in which 
case the sample dimension within that dimension of the system is essentially equal to l. 
While Table 9.1 predicts that an N x S displacement will not lead to an increase in 
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1015, 89, 2003.) 
separation power, it does not predict that a nonselective displacement with respect to 
say one of three sample attributes can in fact lead to an improved separation process 
because the order of component elution can be more predictable, and this is very 
important in the separation of complex samples. 
For example, consider the 20 separation of a mixture of 58 low-molecular-weight 
polystyrenes [10]. Selective displacement was observed for the diastereomers belong-
ing to the oligostyrenes of varying molecular weights, and also within these groups 
selectivity differences were observed between oligostyrenes with different end groups, 
either tert-, sec-, or n-butyl. From plotting the normalized retention data for both 
dimensions (Figure 9.3), distinct columns were evident for the diastereomers indicat-
ing a nonselective displacement in the first dimension for the diastereomers resolved 
in the second dimension. Essentially, the first dimension was capable of separating 
according to two sample attributes, that of molecular weight and that of end groups 
and the second dimension able to resolve according to stereoselectivity only [10]. 
Hence the concept of the 20 system operating as HPLC x HPLC, whereby the second 
dimension was the selective diastereomer analyzer [IO]. 
Alcohol ethoxylates have both distribution in ethylene oxide units and also a dis-
tribution in the length of hydrophobic (alkyl) endgroups [12]. In the separation of 
Neodol 25-12, Murphy et al. [ 12] demonstrated that selective displacement on a nor-
mal phase LC system occurred based upon the distribution of ethylene oxide while a 
nonselective displacement occurred in the RP first dimension based upon the length 
of hydrophobic alkyl chains in the alcohol ethoxylates, which are resolved in the 
second dimension. It was therefore necessary in both instances to combine selective 
and nonselective displacements so as to deter chaotic 20 component separation. 
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9.2.3 MEASURES OF SEPARATION 01SPLACEMENT-0RTHOGONALITY 
To this point, we have discussed the need to separate components in a multidi-
mensional sense according to the various sample attributes that can be utilized for 
separative purposes. However, some measure of retention divergence across each 
separation dimension is useful in order to describe the power of the multidimen-
sional system. By knowing the power of the separation system, we gain confidence 
in the degree of uniqueness in component displacement and hence in the chemical 
profile. A 2D system in which the separation displacements of each dimension are 
very similar will yield a system that has limited separation power because of the high 
correlation and hence limited scope for chemical signature work for exactly the same 
reason that unidimensional HPLC is limited-that is limited peak capacity. Yet a 
system in which the displacement mechanisms are very different will afford a higher 
degree of surety in the uniqueness of separation displacement, hence a high peak 
capacity and better chemical signatures can be obtained. A term that has commonly 
been used to describe the differences between dimensions is that of orthogonality 
[13,14], which is an important measure of the separation capability of a 2D HPLC 
system. Strictly speaking, orthogonality is a binary property, but over the years has 
become a measure of divergence. The higher the degree of divergence, approaching 
that of an orthogonal separation, the lower the correlation between each dimension. 
A low degree of correlation translates to a maximized peak capacity, as in an entirely 
orthogonal 2D system the peak capacity of the system is equal to the product of the 
peak capacity in each dimension. Thus in such a system, a maximum number of 
components may be resolved as a result of low correlation between dimensions as the 
peak capacity of the system is increased and as a consequence, the probability of a 
component occupying a space that is unique to that component is improved. 
As a consequence of the expanded separation space, there is a lowered prob-
ability of component overlap occurring at elution, hence, the two sets of retention 
data (one for each dimension) for a given sample can be plotted against each other 
and displayed as a contour plot or scatter graph where the individual retention times 
provide distinctive identifying markers useful for chemical fingerprinting. If there 
are existing standards, these can also be used to create a fingerprint by plotting the 
retention data for both dimensions and then the sample's fingerprint can be over-
layed to establish degrees of similarity or in some cases a more simplistic approach, 
degrees of difference. 
9.2.3.1 Determining Orthogonality 
In order to determine the orthogonality and maximize the separation space available 
for the separation of complex samples, numerous approaches have been developed 
for 2D HPLC systems. Selectivity studies, where the comparison of different sta-
tionary phase and mobile phase combinations are examined, are generally the most 
simplistic means of determining the most orthogonal and least correlated systems 
and thus most effective system for separation. Selectivity can be controlled through 
changes in not only stationary phases but also through the use of combinations of 
mobile phases references [15-18], mobile phase additives [19,20], pH modifications 
[19,20], and through temperature adjustments [20,21]. 
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The change of elution order of solutes in the individual dimensions is one means 
of assessing orthogonality [22]. Other workers have used the comparison of retention 
times of each dimension to determine the most orthogonal systems for their par-
ticular criteria [23-25]. Gilar et al. [19] used the comparison of retention times and 
correlation coefficient r 2 to determine the orthogonality of an off-line RP 2D HPLC 
system for the analysis of peptides. The retention times of the first dimension were 
plotted in the x axis and the retention times of the second dimension in the y axis. 
Comparison of the 2D plots yielded information to the selectivity differences and 
correlation of differing 2D systems, which were varied by adjusting the pH of the 
mobile phases in both dimensions. 
Cacciola and coworkers [26] compared the degree of similarity between the 2D 
RP systems by measuring the correlation between the retention factors (k). The cor-
relation between the retention factors of phenolic antioxidants for each column was 
compared to determine the degree of similarity of the columns used in this study. 
Eighteen of twenty compounds could be separated using this system, which was also 
successfully applied for the analysis of hop, beer, and tea samples. 
Murahashi et al. [27] evaluated the retention factors and also the selectivity factor 
of 1-nitropyrenes on several columns. Reverse elution order was observed between 
the alkyl stationary phases and the stationary phases that had x electrons in the ligands. 
The selectivity factor (a) indicated either PAH or nitro-PAH selectivity. The differing 
retention behavior and also the large variance in selectivity factor (a) ratios assisted in the 
selection of the columns for the 2D system for the analysis of 1-nitropyrene in extracts 
from automobile exhaust particulate matter. 
Murahashi [28] plotted the relationship between carbon numbers and the loga-
rithm of the retention factors of different analytes on a range of RP columns. For all 
columns, linear correlations were observed between the carbon number and the log k 
for all alkanes, alkylbenzenes, PAHs, and nitro-PAHs (NPAHs). On all columns, the 
slopes of the regression equations in the alkyl benzenes were similar to those of the 
alkanes, in contrast the slopes of the PAHs were similar to those of the NPAHs, but 
were not similar to those of the alkanes for most columns. The slope of alkanes/slope 
of PAHs (SA/Sp) ratios were used to determine the retentive behavior and the degree 
of similarity between the different stationary phases. The first-dimensional column 
was selected for a 2D system for the separation of PAHs in extracts from gasoline 
and gasoline exhaust according to the lowest ratio to that of the alkyl columns that 
were employed as the second-dimensional column. 
The determination of orthogonal HPLC systems is sometimes used not for cou-
pling of dimensions in a 2D system but purely used to exhibit columns that can be 
useful in providing divergent separation mechanisms. This is particularly relevant 
for the pharmaceutical industry that requires at least two very different analysis 
methods for the qualification of pharmaceuticals and their impurities. In general, 
analytes are not separated on 2D systems but analyzed on two separate columns 
either through separate injections or by flow splitting. However, the two following 
studies may prove beneficial for future studies in establishing the orthogonality of 2D 
systems that could fulfill the obligatory requirements of the pharmaceutical industry. 
Van Gysegham et al. [13] determined the orthogonality of 11 chromatographic 
systems for the evaluation of set of 68 drugs by calculating the Pearson correlation 
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coefficients (r) between the retention factors for all combinations of each system. 
The retention results of the different systems were plotted against each other for 
visual inspection of the selectivity differences. The va]ues obtained in this study 
close to Ill indicated total correlation where the solutes were eluting in a similar order 
and similar retention times; whereas values close to zero indicated large selectivity 
differences possibly due to differing retention mechanisms. Although the correla-
tion assessments were valid for most systems, there were some systems in which 
this method was not successful. It was therefore also necessary to visually ascertain 
the correlation between systems as outliers in some plots lowered the correlation 
although true correlation would actually exist. Principal component analysis (PCA) 
and OPTICS color maps were useful for visualization, as were colored contour plots 
that were used to determine the orthogonality between two systems. The differences 
between the systems could be achieved by interpreting the differences in the color 
patterns, although the eye tends to focus on specific colors, which can lead to a false 
impression on the degree of difference between the systems. 
Pellett et a1. [29] developed a procedure for an orthogonal method for the sep-
aration of pharmaceutical samples. Their approach saw an existing method being 
employed complemented by an "orthogonal" separation method. The basis for deter-
mining orthogonality was that of selectivity changes, where components that over-
lapped in the first dimension were separated such that when separated on the second 
dimension, they changed elution order. Another criterion was that all the peaks in the 
second dimension should be resolved preferably with baseline resolution (R~ > 1.5). 
The required change in selectivity was determined to correspond to an increase in R~ 
of at least one unit. A change in the selectivity factor can move an overlapped band 
either toward or away from the center of the overlapping band, so a starting point for 
ascertaining orthogonality was that of a change in the absolute value oflo logalavg 2:::: 0.10 
by varying experimental factors that affect selectivity. 
9.2.3.2 Mathematical Tools for Determining Orthogonality 
There are several mathematical processes that can be utilized to evaluate the orthogo-
nality of 2D systems; these include informational entropy, percentage of synentropy, 
peak spreading angle, and factor analysis. The normalization of retention data gained 
from individual dimensions is an important starting point for the determination of a 
chromatographic system's orthogonality as selectivity studies genera11y use different 
columns under differing conditions. Using this approach, the retention data of each 
chromatographic dimension is first normalized according to Equation 9.1 [30,31]: 
where 
Rti -Rt0 Xa =-----
Rt, -Rto 
Xa is the normalized retention time 
Rt, is the retention time of the component 
Rt0 is the retention time of the least retained solute 
Rtr is the retention time of the final solute in the sample 
(9.1) 
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Normalization allows the scaled retention factors (XJ to be compared for different 
systems and as such compensates for differences between the columns: such as man-
ufacturer, base silica, and particle size. Comparison between normalized 20 scatter 
graphs gives an indication of the differences in selectivity, but these differences can 
be quantified using information theory (IT). 
Informational entropy, /, which is mathematically described later, is the measur-
able information content of a signal or band. In IT, "information" is defined as a 
measure of the uncertainty of the incidence of an event [32]. In this instance, the 
"information" or informational entropy,/, is a measure of the reduction in the uncer-
tainty about the nature of the substance and is a quantity that is measured in units of 
bits (3 I]. IT allows a mathematical evaluation of qualitative methods by the calcula-
tion of the expected or average amount of information obtained from an analysis [33]. 
Steuer et al. [30) compared HPLC, SFC, and CZE for the analysis of drugs using IT 
to describe the Informational Orthogonality between the chromatographic systems. 
Huber et al. [34] applied IT to retention data to determine the optimal selection of gas 
chromatographic columns for the analysis of chemical warfare agents. IT has also 
been used to describe the ••Informational Orthogonality" of 2D chromatographic 
separations of complex mixtures [31,35]. 
The informational entropy of a measurement whose unit of measure is the "bit," 
is a probabilistic quantity described by Equation 9.2 [31,32]: 
1J 
I= 'I,.- p(x)log2p(x) (9.2) 
d=l 
where p(x) is the probability of the incidence of a single possible result, x, out of 
n possible results [31,32]. Using the method of Slonecker et al. [31], the informational 
entropy (/) is calculated for each chromatographic step in a 2D separation individu-
ally and then for two dimensions. Since retention correlation invariably exists in the 
majority of coupled chromatographic systems, the 2D information gained is reduced 
due to mutual information [31]. Then by calculating the fractional information con-
tent, h, the informational similarity (H) can be calculated according to Equations 9.3 
and 9.4: 
h(l 2) = 1- l(l;2) 
, /(1,2) (9.3) 
H(l,2) = (1-h2(1, 2)J112 (9.4) 
where 
/(1; 2) is the mutual information between the two chromatographic dimensions (1,2) 
/(1,2) is the total 2D informational entropy 
The informational similarity, as described by Slonecker et al. [31], is used as a mea-
sure of solute crowding on a normalized [30J 2D retention plot as shown in Figure 9.4. 
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The retention times are scaled according to the method of Steuer et al. [30] demon-
strated by Equation 9. 1, to allow comparison of a diverse range of chromatographic 
systems. Values of informational similarity range between zero and one. A value of 
one represents the highest Jevel of solute crowding and occurs in conjunction with 
total correlation. Also determined using the method of Slonecker et al. [31] is the 
percentage Synentropy, which is a measure of the retention mechanism equivalency 
between two chromatographic systems. This is calculated according to Equation 9.5: 
%synentropy = ( la ) x 100 
/(1,2) (9.5) 
where /a is the informational entropy of the data aligned (to within some arbitrary 
boundary) along the unit diagonal of a normalized 2D retention plot. Values of the 
percentage Synentropy range between 0 and 100, with a value of 100 indicating that 
the chromatographic systems in a 2D combination are 100% equivalent. 
Factor analysis is useful for examining large data sets and for determining the 
orthogonality and practical peak capacity of 2D chromatographic systems [36]. 
Correlation matrices can be constructed from the scaled retention times of solutes 
from each of the dimensions and in this way the practical peak capacity is able to be 
visualized. The correlation matrix (C) is calculated according to Equation 9.6 [36]: 
where 
C o:::o (-
1 )M'T M' N-1 
N is the number of scaled retention times 
M' is a matrix of scaled retention times 
M'T is the transposed matrix of the matrix of scaled retention times 
(9.6) 
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This yields a square correlation matrix in the form of Equation 10.7 [36]: 
(9.7) 
where C12 = C21 and is a measure of the correlation between two sets of retention 
time data and the orthogonality of a 2D system. Complete correlation exists in a 
chromatographic system when C21 = unity. When C21 = zero, a totally orthogonal 
chromatographic system is evident. 
The product of the peak capacities of the· individual dimensions theoretically 
predicts the peak capacity of a 2D system in truly orthogonal systems. However, 
the practical peak capacity is much smaller than the theoretical value when some 
degree of correlation is present. For most 2D separations, some correlation does exist 
and there is a reduction in the separation space available. Another way in which to 
approximate the practical peak capacity is by using peak spreading angles (p) [36] 
in which the region of the correlation is calculated and is then subtracted from the 
product of the theoretical peak capacity of each dimension. The creation of a geo-
metric plot (Figure 9.5) using these calculations demonstrates the unavailability of 
the 2D retention space due to correlation. The practical peak capacity is given by 
Equation 9.8 [36]: 
where 
Np is the practical 2D peak capacity 
NT the theoretical 2D peak capacity 
A and C are the unavailable area in Figure 9.5 due to correlation 
(9.8) 
The gridded region in Figure 9.5 is the area available for separation to occur in a par-
tially correlated 2D system. Values of the spreading angle range between 0° and 90°. 
A spreading angle of 90° indicates a maximum peak capacity in which true orthogo-
nality exists for the 2D system. A spreading angle of zero indicates a highly correlated 
2D system equivalent to that of a ID system. 
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FIGURE 9.5 Effective non-orthogonal, two-dimension retention space when the peak 
spreading angle is ~· (From Liu, Z. et al., Anal. Chem., 67, 3840, 1995.) 
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9.2.3.3 Applications of Mathematical Approach for Determining 
Orthogonality Low~Molecular~Weight Polystyrenes 
Demonstrating the 20 separation of low-molecular-weight polystyrenes is a useful 
means to illustrate the concept of sample dimensionality and its relationship to mul-
tidimensional separations. Oligostyrene and diastereomer separations in 2D separa-
tions have been developed where the resolution afforded far exceeds any separation 
that has previously been undertaken in a unidimensional system [37-40]. In order 
to optimize the 2D separations of low-molecular-weight oligostyrenes Gray et al. [35] 
applied both information theory and factor analysis to determine the correlation 
between systems and determine the solute crowding, useable separation region and 
system peak capacities. These studies employed complex mixtures of either 32 oli-
gostyrenes consisting of 5 configurational repeat units with end groups of either 
n-, sec-, or tert-butyl, or a 58-component mixture that also included the addition of 
oligomers containing 2, 3, and 4 configurational repeating units. For both sample 
sets, a Cl8 column was used in the first dimension, with a carbon-clad zirconia col-
umn used in the second dimension. In the best performing system, 100% methanol 
was used as the mobile phase in the first dimension, while 100% acetonitrile was 
used in the second dimension. The normalized 2D retention plot shown in Figure 9.6 
i11ustrates that the elution of the bands from the 32-component sample occurs pre-
dominantly in the lower right quadrant of the 20 separation plane. This resulted in 
a moderate degree of solute crowding (similarity value equal to 0.56). Despite this, 
moderate degree of solute crowding the %synentropy was 3.0, indicating that each 
dimension offered vastly different retention processes. This resulted to a high peak 
spreading angle (75°) and a resulting high degree of space utilization (90%). The 
theoretical peak capacity was 60, with a practical peak capacity of 56, allowing for 
the resolution of 26 of the 32 components. In the case of the 58-component sample, 
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FIGURE 9.6 Normalized 20 plot of Cl8(methanol)/CCZ(acetonitrile) system in the separa-
tion of the 32 oligostyrene isomer mix. (From Gray, M. et al., J. Chromatogr. A, 975, 285, 2002.) 
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the separation was still largely confined to the lower right quadrant of the separa-
tion plane, with the addition of the sample molecular weight attribute increasing the 
degree of solute crowding (informational similarity 0.74). However, the %synentropy 
remained essentially the same (1.9). The increase in solute crowding did, however, 
affect the space utilization, with a consequent reduction in the peak spreading angle 
to 64° and a 78% space utilization. The practical peak capacity was 206 and the total 
number of separated bands was 47. 
The high degree of divergence in the retention processes for two reversed-phase 
systems is somewhat unusual. However, the basic principle by which separation 
takes place in each dimension is very different. On the CCZ phase, retention is very 
spacially dependent, hence the separation is sensitive to diastereomers, whilst on 
the Cl8 phase, retention is governed by the hydrophobic nature of the compounds, 
hence retention increases systematically with molecular weight. Therefore, these two 
phases intrinsically are sensitive to very different aspects of the sample characteristics-
molecular weight and molecular shape. 
Using multiple methods in which to evaluate the resolving power of a 2D system 
can give a clear indication of the orthogonality and theoretical separation space that is 
available in comparison to other 2D systems. This is particularly important when pre-
sented with complex mixtures that contain closely related structures that may cluster 
in a 2D space as demonstrated by Gray et al. [35]. For example, when the mobile phase 
in the first dimension separation of the 32-component mixture was 100% acetonitrile, 
the practical peak capacity was expanded enormously to 156 (compared to 53 Cl8/ 
MeOH); however, because the Cl8/acetonitrile system was also selective toward dia-
stereomers (the methanol mobile phase suppressed this dimension), the solute crowd-
ing increased significantly. Consequently, the useable separation space decreased to 
56% (compared to 90% Cl8/MeOH) and the spreading angle also decreased to 41° 
(compared to 75° Cl8/MeOH). Despite this, the geometric approach to factor analysis 
predicted that 26 out of the 32 components would be resolved. However, because of 
the high degree of solute crowding, the practical application of this separation was 
significantly more difficult than when the C18/methanol system was employed. 
9.2.3.4 Peptides 
Gilar et al. [41] proposed a different geometric approach to describe orthogonality 
and employed a sample matrix of 196 peptides to demonstrate the technique. Their 
technique was based upon a peak surface coverage across the 2D separation plane. 
In this method, the normalized 2D retention data was plotted on a square separa-
tion space divided into sections called bins, the number of bins were equivalent 
to the number of data points. Each data point represented a normalized peak area 
(peak width was measured at 4cr, 13.4% of peak height) and each bin corresponded 
to a peak area. The degree of the area coverage described the orthogonality of a 
2D separation, with greater coverage referring to the greatest divergence between 
dimensions. The hypothetical 2D plots illustrated in Figure 9.7 shows this geometric 
approach to orthogonality. These plots represent the 2D separation space between 
two different chromatographic environments, with peak capacities set to 100. When 
the 2D systems are totally correlated, the data points align along the main diagonal 
and the surface coverage is 10% (Figure 9.7a). The data points in a truly orthogonal 
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Gilar, M. et al., Anal. Chem., 77, 6426, 2005.) 
system, where bands are uniformly spaced a1lows 100% coverage of the surface 
(Figure 9.7b). When solutes are, however, randomly spaced across the separation 
domain, co-elution of some components may occur and hence these components 
occupy the same bin, leaving some bins unused (Figure 9.7c). 
Fo1lowing from the hypothetical example illustrated in Figure 9.7, this geometric 
approach to orthogonality was applied to the 2D separation of peptides. The normal-
ized retention data of 196 peptides were plotted in a space of 14 x l4 bins (total peak 
capacity of 196). The orthogonality of such 2D systems were calculated according 
to Equation 9.9: 
Lhins _ rp-
0 = vrmax 
0.63Pmax 
where 
0 is orthogonality 
I;hins is the number of bins in the 2D plot containing data points 
P max is the total peak capacity as a sum of all bins 
(9.9) 
The orthogonality was expressed as a percentage with 0% representing a perfectly 
correlated system and 100% an orthogonal 2D system. 
The practical peak capacity was calculated by using the knowledge of the 2D 
surface coverage as shown in Equation 9.10: 
(9.10) 
where NP is lower than the theoretical peak capacity P20 defined by Equation 9.11 as 
not all of the surface is used for a separation. 
(9. 1 l) 
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9.2 .3.5 Pharmaceuticals 
Xue et al. (42] developed a fully automated comprehensive orthogonal method evalu-
ation technology (COMET) system employing orthogonal HPLC separations and 
hyphenated UV-MS detection for impurities in pharmaceutical drugs. The orthogo-
nality and practical peak capacity was determined by applying the geometric factor 
analysis approach to the chromatographic data. The nine methods with the highest 
practical peak capacity and maximum orthogonality were chosen for the COMET 
screening. The retention time correlation coefficients r2 between any two of the 
methods chosen were used to indicate orthogonality, with a correlation coefficient r2 
closer to zero indicating orthogonality. 
9.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL CHROMATOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS 
9.3.1 COMPREHENSIVE AND HEART-CUTTING SEPARATIONS 
Depending upon the goal of the analysis, 2D separations can be carried out using 
either a heart-cutting process or comprehensively. Either of these techniques could 
feasibly be employed in a screening process, where the goal of the separation is 
perhaps to search for the appearance of certain chemicals and less interest is paid 
to compounds of no relevance to the analyst. In such a situation, the 2D separa-
tion could be fine-tuned to target those particular compounds, sacrificing total peak 
capacity, but maximizing resolution in the region that is most important. 
In the case of fingerprinting, however, comprehensive separations are considered 
more suitable as the entire sample is generally subjected to 2D analysis, unless the 
analytical result can be substantiated with less information, in which case a heart-
cutting approach could be feasible. 
The process of heart cutting involves the transport of a discrete area of interest 
from the first dimension to the second dimension for further separation. This may 
even involve several heart-cut fractions from the first dimension being transported 
to the second dimension. Comprehensive chromatography involves the transfer of 
the entire first dimension to the second dimension for further separation. However, 
the transportation of the entire sample from the first dimension to the second has 
many disadvantages, most significant of which is the physical limitations associated 
with undertaking the second-dimen~ion separation within a time frame appropri-
ate for the first dimension. The second dimension must therefore be fast in order to 
avoid wraparound affects where solute from the latter cut from the first dimension 
becomes mixed with the previous cut in the second dimension. This results in cha-
otic band displacement, and potential co-elution of compounds that were previously 
separated in the first dimension-negating the power of the 2D system. In order to 
gain speed in the second dimension, peak capacity is often sacrificed, with the flow 
down affect being less discrimination in the fingerprinting result. As such, there is a 
delicate balance that may be played between how many peaks can be separated and 
how many peaks need to be separated in order to show a chemical signature match. 
Is a higher resolution 2D separation of less components better than a lower resolution 
2D separation containing more components, or visa versa. A way of compromise is 
to employ a modified version of the comprehensive approach-that being off-line 
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comprehensive 2DHPLC. In this technique, sample fractions from the first dimen-
sion are collected, stored, and then when convenient, run in the second dimension. In 
this mode of operation, the second dimension can have a high peak capacity as there 
is no time limitation associated with the analysis. However, the drawback is that 
sample fractions collected from the first dimension may need to be reconcentrated 
prior to injection into the second dimension. There is also the risk of labile com-
pounds degrading while waiting for analysis in the second dimension. Furthermore, 
the off-line approach is slow, but here speed is sacrificed for peak capacity. 
A variation in the off-line approach mentioned earlier, is the comprehensive 
heart-cutting approach. In this technique, sample is injected in the first dimension, 
a small aliquot from the first dimension is transported to the second dimension via 
appropriate switching valves, and then analysis takes place in the second dimension. 
Once separation in both dimensions is complete, another aliquot of sample is loaded 
into the first dimension, and this time a different fraction is heart cut to the second 
dimension, and the process repeated. Depending on how many samples are injected 
into the first dimension, how small the aliquot sampled to the second dimension is, 
and how much of the first dimension is actually sampled-will determine the quality 
of the chemical signature. An advantage of this process, however, is that very high 
theoretical peak capacities can be obtained since there is no speed limitation in the 
second dimension, other than that dictated by the patience of the operator. 
A disadvantage of the comprehensive approach, either online or off-line is the 
creation of the enormous amount of information that is collected, and hence must be 
analyzed because many components, not just those of interest in the sample, would 
be resolved. This creates more complicated chromatograms as large amounts of data 
need to be converted from the recorded data acquisitions, which may prove time 
consuming and problematic and in our modern world of information collection, it is 
sometimes the analysis of the data that proves to be the limiting factor. Here is in fact 
the advantage of a targeted heart-cutting approach: Only the components of interest 
are specifically analyzed, be they predetermined contaminants whose analysis is 
dictated by regulatory authorities, or components within the sample whose presence 
largely describes the quality of the sample. Applied in a targeted approach, heart cut-
ting is useful for improving the resolution of components by simplifying the matrix 
as only the bands of interest are cut from the first dimension and transported to the 
second dimension, but since not all the sample is analyzed, the speed in analysis 
is somewhat faster. A limitation of this technique is, however, that some previous 
knowledge of the components of interest may be required to ascertain the area(s) to 
be heart cut and may require some additional prework. Hence this form of 2D HPLC 
is very useful for continuous screening of samples. 
9.3.2 Two-D1MENstoNAL SvsTEM DESIGNS 
The use of an automated online 2D system eliminates the need for manual sample 
handling such as fraction collection and reinjection such as required for an off-line 
method; however, some consideration to the system design and experimental objec-
tives are required. The most common way of interfacing columns for 2D HPLC 
systems is that of either 4-, 6-, or IO- port, two-position automated switching valves. 
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The switching valves essentially allow the dimensions to operate independently from 
one another without loss of the resolution achieved in the first dimension. 2D con-
figurations generally incorporate either two sample loops and switching valves; two 
sample traps and switching valves; or switching valves with a dual or quad column 
configuration in the second dimension. The use of sample loops allows eluent to be 
collected from the first dimension while eluent held on an additional loop is loaded 
on the second-dimensional column. This process is controlled by the precise timing 
of the switching valves and is generally computer controlled online. Almost any 
HPLC system can be converted to a 2D system through the addition of switching 
valves and further expanded upon by and the use of multiple HPLC pumps, an injec-
tor either manual or automatic, and suitable detection. 
One of the earliest 2D HPLC systems was developed by Erni and Frei [43] where 
two loops were connected to an eight-port switching valve. While one loop was 
being filled from the first dimension, the second loop was being loaded onto the 
second-dimensional column, alternating with each valve switch. Many systems have 
been developed based on this pioneering concept, with adaptations of this design by 
Bushey and Jorgenson [44] being used for comprehensive 2D separations (45]. This 
design does have a problem, which is related to differences in the retention times of 
certain components, particularly when loop sizes become large as the sample is for-
ward flushed on one loop and reversed flush on the other loop (46]. Ten-port switch-
ing valves with two loops [46,47] and six-port switching valves are also used for 
comprehensive 2D systems [48]. This allows for continuous collection and reinjec-
tion of the first-dimensional eluent. A 2D system comprised of four six-port switch-
ing valves that connected the two dimensions was developed for the separation of 
oligostyrenes [49]. By reducing the six-port switching valves to two, this system is 
capable of operating under heart-cutting conditions. 
9.3.3 DATA COLLECTION 
Another important factor relates to how data is collected and then subsequently rep-
resented as 2D chromatographic information. If a heart cutting or "semi-comprehensive" 
approach is employed, then this is achieved through detection of sample in each 
dimension and the data is collected and either represented as conventional unidimen-
sional chromatograms or transferred to a spreadsheet and converted to a contour plot 
or a 2D plot for visual interpretation, depending on how many "cuts" are analyzed in 
the second dimension. When a comprehensive approach is employed, it is necessary 
only to detect the output from the second dimension. A typical output is intensity 
as a function of frequency data set. This information is collected in a continuous 
output over the entire duration of the 20 separation. At the end of the separation, the 
unidimensional data stream is converted to a matrix according to the frequency of 
sample modulating from the first to the second dimension. This information is then 
presented as a contour plot. 
Contour plots have been used in many applications to display the acquired infor-
mation derived from 2D systems. Given the expanded separation space afforded by 
20 HPLC, retention times within this 20 space have a higher probability of being 
unique to any particular component, and thus, contour plots are a convenient way 
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in which to view compositional changes within sample sets. Examples of the appli-
cation of 2D contour plots are found for the separations of proteins and peptides 
[44,50,51], alkyl benzenes [16] mixtures of amines, acids and other substances [15], 
PAHs [28], and hydrocarbon and benzene derivatives [ 17]. 
A variety of softwares have been employed for data analysis in 2DHPLC, but 
essentially these are limited to self-derived programs, with limited commercial pro~ 
grams yet been made available. Murphy et al. [12] used a FORTRAN program to 
process the 2D data for the analysis of alcohol ethoxylates, producing exceptional 
graphical representation. Chen et al. [45] used an in-house program to interpret the 
data collected for the analysis of Rhizama chuanxiong and the 2D data was graphi-
cally presented with the aid of Fortner Transform. 
In the results presented here, a Mathematica program was employed to plot the 
2D data, following which a peak picking function was utilized to determine the loca-
tion and number of components separated. Ultimately, this process can be coupled 
to statistical methods that allow measurement in the degree of divergence between 
dimensions in various 2D systems; information theory, geometrical approach to fac-
tor analysis, and/or the bin theory. While it may be a challenging task for quantitative 
information to be extracted from a 2D chromatogram, such a process is simplified 
greatly through the utilization of peak picking functions, such as that described here. 
For statistical analysis methods to be applied, the retention time for each peak must 
be determined in all separation dimensions (in the case of 2D HPLC, the retention 
times in both first and second dimensions). This can be achieved manually only if the 
number of compounds being analyzed is small and there are few cuts from the first 
dimension to the second. This, however, is not the case when performing 2D HPLC 
where potentiaJly there are over a 100 chromatograms to analyze and hundreds of 
component peaks. For timely analysis of 2D HPLC data, and to ensure accuracy in 
measurement, methods to automate the data analysis need to be employed. 
An overview of the steps taken to determine the 2D retention time of peaks in a 
2D chromatogram are as follows: 
I. Determine the threshold of peak detection. This can be achieved using a 
representative ID chromatogram. This parameter is user defined and can 
be adjusted to select major components only and hence minimize noise, or 
the threshold could be lowered so as to not exclude potentia11y important 
information that is found within the lower concentrated components. It is 
important to realize though, that setting the threshold can and most likely 
wiJI influence the type of information that is obtained from the 2D data: 
Impacting chemical signatures and statistical analysis. 
2. Find retention times of all peaks in each unidimensional chromatogram 
(i.e., find 2D retention times). 
3. Determine if peaks that are detected in adjacent chromatograms are from 
the same source (i.e., two-dimension peak matching). 
9.3.3.1 Peak Retention Time Determination 
The first step in determining the retention times of a 2D HPLC separation is to 
define the thresholds of a single chromatogram that distinguish chromatogram noise 
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from peaks. Peak retention times are found in a ID chromatogram by the magnitude 
of detector response, and by examining the first and second derivatives of the chro-
matogram [52J. 
The chromatogram is filtered to disregard peaks that have a detector response less 
than a given threshold, which may be caused by noise. This threshold also serves to 
define preliminary peak regions that will be refined by the first derivative. The peak 
region begins when the chromatogram signal increases above the threshold and ends 
when the chromatogram returns to below the threshold. Adjacent peaks that have 
a valley (i.e., minimum point between two adjacent peaks) that passes below the 
threshold will have two distinct peak regions. When the valley does not pass below 
the threshold, the peaks have the same peak region. An alternative threshold may be 
used at the analyst's discretion that is based on the chromatogram noise. The noise is 
determined for each data point by calculating the signal response subtracted by the 
mean of the responses of the two neighboring detector samples. The chromatogram 
noise is then determined to be the median of these values [52]. 
The Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter [53,54] is capable of calculating the deriva-
tives of experimental data and also compensates for noise amplification when the first 
and second derivatives are calculated [52]. The first derivative of the chromatogram 
is used to refine the peak regions with an adjustable first derivative threshold [52]. 
The beginning of the peak region is defined when the first derivative curve crosses 
the first derivative threshold while possessing a positive gradient (i.e., as the chro-
matogram is tracked from left to right, they-coordinate is increasing). The end of the 
peak region is when the curve crosses the negative of the first derivative threshold, 
again with a positive gradient. By defining the peak regions with the first derivative, 
it is possible to distinguish between peaks that elute near each other and have peak 
valleys that do not pass below the peak threshold. 
The point where the first derivative crosses the y-axes between the peak region, 
maximum and minimum with a negative gradient is the retention time of the peak. 
However, the second derivative of the chromatogram should also be examined, as 
the first derivative is unable to distinguish between peaks that strongly overlap and 
shoulder [52]. When observing the second derivative of a chromatogram, the region 
of this curve that is below the second derivative threshold (note that the second deriv-
ative threshold is a negative number) represents a peak. The minimum point of this 
negative region is the retention time of the peak. By determining the retention time 
of peaks with the second derivative, subtle irregularities in the curve are noticed and 
the retention times of strongly co-eluting peaks can be identified. The second deriva-
tive threshold can be adjusted by the analyst to remove any false positives cause by 
irregularities from other sources, such as detector noise and sampling frequency. 
9.3.3.2 Peak Retention Time Determination in a Two-Dimensional 
H PLC Chromatogram 
To find the 2D retention time, the process of examining the chromatogram and its 
first and second derivatives is applied first to a single one-dimension chromatogram. 
A chromatogram is selected by the analyst that is a good representation of all the 20 
chromatograms to define thresholds that are appropriate for the separation, or for the 
type of analysis being undertaken. With these defined thresholds, the 20 separation 
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is then analyzed. This is easily completed with a computational mathematics soft-
ware package, where the algorithm used to find the peak coordinates in one dimen-
sion can be placed in a loop to process every unidimensional chromatogram in the 
separation. The 2D peak coordinates are then output by the algorithm described with 
three coordinates, i.e., first dimension retention time (or cut time), second dimension 
retention time, and detector response. More information about the peaks can also be 
supplied in the form of peak region boundaries. 
9.3.3.3 Two-Dimension Peak Matching 
In comprehensive 2D HPLC, compounds have the potential to be detected in mul-
tiple neighboring first-dimension slices. For a more accurate representation of the 
2D separation, peaks that are detected need to be compared to neighboring peaks to 
determine if they are caused by the same compound, and are thus a single 2D peak. 
Peters et al. [55] developed an algorithm that compares the two~dimension retention 
times of peaks in adjacent cuts in GC x GC separations to determine if the peak is 
caused by the same compound. This algorithm can also be applied in LC x LC sce-
narios. Adjacent peaks are matched based on their degree of peak region overlap and 
by then examining the peak maximum profile. 
The overlap of adjacent peak regions is compared as the initial test to determine 
if peaks in adjacent ID chromatograms are from the same source [55]. Assuming 
that the peak in question is peak A, and peak A is being compared to peak B, Peters 
et al. [55] described five ways that the peak region of A will overlap with that of B. 
These are stated as [55] 
I. Both the peak regions of A and B start and stop at the same time 
2. Peak A starts later than peak B and also ends later 
3. Peak A starts earlier than peak Band also ends earlier 
4. Peak A starts earlier than peak B, but also ends later 
5. Peak B starts earlier than peak A, but also ends later 
Overlap is determined by measuring the amount of time the two peaks overlap and 
dividing this value by the total peak region time of peak A. If the overlap is greater 
than a user-defined overlap threshold (e.g., 90%), peaks A and Bare assumed to both 
be part of the same 2D peak. Peaks that overlap according to scenarios (4) and (5) 
are always selected as candidate peaks. If more than one peak adjacent to peak A is 
a candidate peak, the peak that has the closest second-dimension retention time to 
peak A is chosen to be in the same 2D peak. 
After adjacent peaks have been grouped together on the basis of overlap thresh-
old, the peak maximum profile of these peaks is examined (visually, this is a plot of 
ID retention times of each peak vs. detector response) [55]. It is required that each 
2D peak have only one maximum and a minimum is indicative of multiple 2D peaks. 
The peaks either side of the minimum are separated into separate 2D peaks. The ID 
peak that represents the minimum in detector response is assigned to the 2D peak 
that has the closest second-dimension retention time. 
The final process to determine the 2D retention time for the multidimensional 
peaks is an extension of the peak maximum profile, where the data between points 
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on the peak maximum profile is interpolated [55]. This is done as, potentially, the 
low number of cuts in comprehensive analysis does not provide a detailed peak 
maximum profile. More information about the peak maximum profile is obtained 
by supplementing the first-dimension data with data found in the second dimension 
according to Equation 9.12 [55]: 
where 
x and y are two consecutive peak maxima from the unimodality criteria 
hint is the interpolated detector response 
(9.12) 
hx and hy are the detector responses of the two peaks at their respective first-. 
dimension and second-dimension retention times 
dx and dY are the time differences between the interpolated point to points x and 
y, respectively 
The larger the second dimension time difference between the two one-dimension 
peaks, the more points will be interpolated for the peak maximum profile, with each 
point representing one detector sample. Two-dimensional peaks are then determined 
based on the position of minimum values in the interpolated peak maximum profile. 
By following the processes outlined here, the multitude of 2D data collected from 
potentially hundreds of ID HPLC injections can be turned into meaningful informa-
tion. This information (i.e., first-dimension retention time, second-dimension reten-
tion time, and detector response) is a qualitative description of the retention of all 
the peaks that have been resolved in the multidimensional separation and can be 
applied to the statistical methods described earlier to describe the quality of the 
separation. As an example, Figure 9.8 illustrates a contour plot of a 2D separation 
of cafe expresso. Each line that adjoins dots indicates components that are derived 
from the same source in the first dimensions and represent the distribution of a single 
compound. Further details of this separation are presented in Section 9.4. 
9.4 APPLICATIONS IN SELECTIVITY SCREENING 
AND FINGERPRINT ANALYSIS: CAFE EXPRESSO 
The unique taste, fragrance, and stimulating properties of Coffee brews make them 
one of the most popular beverages throughout the world. Coffee-based drinks con-
tribute to 64% of the total antioxidant intake, followed by fruits, berries, tea, wines, 
cereals, and vegetables [56]. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest 
in possible health beneficial properties of coffee consumption [57], although the 
findings are contradictory [58,59]. Both, coffee brews and green coffee beans rep-
resent extremely complex chemical compositions containing large numbers of com-
ponents of various composition and size, some of which may be strong antioxidants 
with beneficial physiological, physicochemical, and anticarcinogenic properties for 
human health. 
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FIGURE 9.8 A 20 contour plot of a cafe expresso separation employing a cyano column 
in the first dimension and a C18 column in the second dimension. Each line that adjoins 
dots indicates components that are derived from the same source in the first dimensions and 
represent the distribution of a single compound. White dots indicate the retention time of the 
peak maxima. 
As for the beneficial effects of coffee, in both green and roasted coffees, com-
pounds possessing antioxidant and radical scavenging activity play the main key 
responsibility [60-62]. Unprocessed green coffee beans are one of the richest dietary 
sources of certain natural antioxidants, mainly hydroxycinnamic acid derivatives; 
chlorogenic acid (or 5-caffeoylqunic acid, CGA) and its two major positional isomers, 
3-CQA and 4-CQA [63], accounting for up to 10% of the dry weight of green coffee 
[57,64] and others like caffeic acid, ferulic acid, p-coumaric acid [65,66]. The con-
tent of these beneficial compounds varies between the coffee tree [67], geographical 
origin [68], coffee preparation.[69], and degree of the roasting process (70]. The roast-
ing process in coffee production is necessary to develop the typical sensory charac-
teristics of coffee, markedly affecting its final composition. A considerable number 
of phenolic compounds have been identified in roasted coffee, either derived from 
chlorogenic acid [71], such as chlorogenic acid isomers and their di-esters, or related 
to other hydroxycinnamic acid conjugates like feruloyl-quinic acids and caffeoyl-
tyrosine [72]. Nevertheless, depending on the roasting conditions, compounds with 
antioxidant properties decompose to some extent [66]. A decrease in protein, amino 
acids, and other compounds is also described following roasting [57]. However, 
development of new compounds during thermal treatment, including Maillard reac-
tion products, like water-soluble polymer melanoidin antioxidants [65], balance the 
thermal degradation of naturally occurring phenolics and maintain or even enhance 
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the overall antioxidant properties of coffee brew [57,73,74]. This means that the over-
all physiological properties of roasted coffee are expected to be dependent on the 
extent of the Maillard reaction, the degree of which determines either formation of 
pro-oxidant compounds, like acrylamide, in the early stage of the reaction, [75] or on 
contrary in the advanced stages of roasting, antioxidant products, like melanoidins 
seem to prevail (70]. These compositional changes complicate the chemical matrix of 
coffee, and consequently, the coffee profile becomes even more complex. An analyti-
cal technique, to provide reliable analysis of the coffee composition, therefore could 
constitute a useful tool to understand the complexity of coffee composition from both 
sensory and health point of view. 
Some of the classical techniques used for the analytical determination of com-
positional matrix of real-life samples, sometimes are limited in providing sufficient 
information about the real sample composition, emphasizing the requirement of tech-
niques with higher resolving power. Detailed discussion in the previous sections of this 
chapter emphasized the separation power of MDHPLC, underlining the importance of 
divergent, ideally non-correlated retention processes in each of the dimensions to yield 
high peak capacity separations, suited to the separation of complex samples. 
Numerous 2D-HPLC applications on natural products have been published, 
e.g., references [76-80), including using the combination of CN x Cl8 as an attrac-
tive approach for' separation of natural antioxidants (79-81). The combination of the 
cyano and C18 phases offers a likely difference in their retention mechanisms, 
due to differences in hydrophobic, dipolar, and electronic interactions. Despite these 
differences, the complexity of the sample negates the ability of either separation 
media, when operated unidimensionally, to resolve adequately the components in 
the sample. Furthermore, when dealing with such complex samples, how best to 
determine the orthogonality of coupled systems? One solution would be to pre-
pare an extensive set of standard compounds and test their behavior in different 
unidimensional systems. From this, the most orthogonal systems could be coupled. 
Limitations to this approach include, how many compounds and of which specific 
compound classes best reflect the actual 2D behavior of the complex natural sample. 
This may be a difficult question to resolve. Another solution to the_ problem may be 
to use the sample itself as the test "standard." The limitation to this approach is how 
do you describe changes in separation selectivity if the complexity of the sample and 
the resulting separation is such that changes in retention order cannot be deduced 
from basic unidimensional separation information? An advantage, however, is that 
the resulting separations exactly reflect that of the sample. To overcome the limita-
tions of peak capacity in measuring the change in selectivity of the system, multidi-
mensional HPLC can, in itself, be used as a pseudo-hyphenated method of analysis. 
By setting the second dimension to constant retention, changes in the selectivity of 
the first dimension (either through different stationary phases or mobile phases) are 
reflected by the retention order in the second dimension, visually depicted by contour 
plots of the 2D couple. Differences, however, are a reflection of the change made in 
the first dimension. Using this approach, selectivity changes can be observed, even 
for very complex samples and application of the peak picking process described 
in Section 9.2.3 determines the number of components isolated and then statistical 
methods can be applied to provide a metric for the best system. 
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Here, 2D HPLC was used to scout for selective dimensions in the analysis of 
cafe expresso, and subsequently illustrate differences between a cafe expresso 
and a decaffeinated "cafe expresso." The two expresso coffees, "Ristretto" and 
"Decaffeinato" are known for their organoleptic differences as "subtle fruity full 
bodied" and "aroma of red fruit," respectively. Each expresso coffee was prepared 
using a Nespresso cafe machine using the respective cartridges. The expresso was 
diluted in water 1:4 prior to analysis, both unidimensionally and two-dimensionally. 
The results presented here represent separations obtained on a Luna CN phase, 
a Luna hexyl-phenyl phase, and a SphereClone Cl8 phase (all columns 150 x 
4.60 mm, 5 µm pd). While only the results for these three columns, running just one 
mobile phase, are presented here, a detailed selectivity study was undertaken on five 
columns and three mobile phases. The chromatograms shown in Figure 9.9 are ID 
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FIGURE 9.9 One-dimensional chromatograms cafe expresso on (a) cyano, (b) hexyl-phenyl, and 
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FIGURE 9.9 (continued) (c) C18 stationary phases. All columns 150 x 4.6 mm, 5 µd, 
mobile phase ¢ 1 (100/0) water/MeOH to ¢r (01100) water/MeOH at 5% per minute. Flow rate= 
l mL/min detection at 280nm. 
gradient separations employing aqueous/methanol mobile phases. Each separation is 
run under identical conditions, starting with 100% water and running to 100% meth-
anol at a rate of 5% per minute. The flow rate in each case was 1 mL/min. Clearly, 
there are differences between the separations on each phase, but these differences 
are difficult to quantify since the separation space is saturated. 
Selectivity changes between the cyano phase and the hexyl-phenyl phase were 
measured by incorporating these columns into a 2D system, whereby, in each case, 
the second dimension was the C18 column. Differences between the cyano phase 
and the hexyl-phenyl phase were therefore detected by observing the change in the 2D 
retention plots. As an example, the 2D separation of the Ristretto sample on the 
cyano-C18 couple is illustrated in Figure 9.lOa, and that of the hexyl-phenyl phase 
is illustrated in Figure 9.lOb. The distribution of bands across the 2D plane, and 
the absence of data aligned along the main diagonal for the cyano-C18 couple (Figure 
9.lOa) verifies the selective differences between the cyano and Cl8 dimensions for 
the coffee separation. The separation shown in Figure 9. lOb shows how this separa-
tion has changed when the hexyl-phenyl column replaced the cyano column. Data at 
longer retention times in both dimensions is now aligned along the main diagonal, 
showing correlation between the hexyl-phenyl phase and the C18 phase (see high-
lighted region (A). However, the region highlighted as (B) is distinctly different to 
that observed on the cyano-Cl8 couple, illustrating the selective differences between 
the cyano and hexyl-phenyl phases, and also, the distinct difference between the 
hexyl-phenyl phase and the C18 phase. 
The 2D application was then applied to the analysis of two different cafe 
expressos. That is, the analysis of the Ristretto and the Decaffeinato. The anal-
ysis of both these coffees is shown in Figure 9.lla and b. Both analyses were 
undertaken using exactly the same conditions, employing the cyano column in 
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FIGURE 9.10 T\vo-di mensional separation of Ristretto cafe expresso. Comparison between 
the first dimensions of (a) cyano and (b) hexyl-phenyl phases. Both mobile phases where 
aqueous/methanol gradient separations in both dimension 1 and 2. Al 1 conditions identical for 
each phase system. Details stated in the text. 
the first dimension and the Cl8 column in the second dimension with aqueous/ 
methanol gradient elution as per Figure 9. IO. Clearly, these coffee brews can be 
distinguished by their differences in these 20 separations. 
The separations depicted in Figures 9.9 through 9.11 were undertaken on Waters 
600E Multi Solvent Delivery LC System equipped with Waters 717 plus auto injec-
tor, Waters 600E pumps, Waters 2487 series UV/vis detectors, Waters 600E system 
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FIGURE 9.11 Two-dimensional separation of (a) Ristretto cafe expresso and (b) Decaffenito 
cafe expresso. Separations undertaken on a cyano-Cl8 system, both dimensions running 
aqueous/methanol mobile phases, in gradient mode. Conditions stated in the text. 
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controller. Column switching was achieved by electronically controlled six-port, 
dual positioned valves. All injection volumes were 100 µL and UV detection was set 
at 280 nm. Gradient elution was undertaken, with both dimensions running aqueous/ 
methanol mobile phases with initial mobile phases 100% water running to 100% 
methanol in lOmin. Flow rates were I mL/min. A comprehensive heart-cutting 
approach was used to express the 2D peak displacement, by which a 200 µL heart-cut 
section was transferred to the second dimension, with subsequent second-dimension 
separation being undertaken. The first-dimensional separation was repeated, fol-
lowing which another 200 µL first-dimension fraction was transferred to the sec-
ond dimension. This was repeated at every 0.4mL across the entire first-dimension 
separation, i.e., the first-dimension separation was repeated a total of 34 times over a 
20h period. Application of this type of comprehensive heart-cutting analysis yields 
potentially very high peak capacity separations that may yield chemical signature 
information that reflects the sample identity; particularly useful in systems that are 
then to be employed for the preparative targeted isolation of "key" components from 
within the complex sample matrix. 
9.5 CONCLUSION 
While LC x LC separations are not conventional with respect to hyphenated meth-
ods of analysis, they do in fact serve that purpose. Selectivity changes for complex 
samples can be monitored using the second dimension as a means to "detect" the 
changes that take place in the first dimension. This allows the analyst to develop 
separation protocols for complex samples that truly reflect the characteristics of the 
sample, rather than being based on a set of model compounds, which may or may not 
adequately represent the real sample. Furthermore, the high peak capacity of a 2D 
system allows for chemical signatures to be obtained. These signatures are readily 
achieved without the need for more complex hyphenated methods of analysis, and 
could be used as a first step in the classification of the sample, perhaps then limiting 
the number of samples that require further, more detailed hyphenated methods of 
analysis. This would greatly reduce the cost and speed in the analysis of complex 
samples. This type of analysis is ideal1y suited to the needs of the analyst who also 
requires that key sample components be extracted and collected from the more com-
plex native sample. 
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